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Abstract
In this paper, we consider biquandle colorings for knotoids in R2 or S2 and we construct several
coloring invariants for knotoids derived as enhancements of the biquandle counting invariant. We first
enhance the biquandle counting invariant by using a matrix constructed by utilizing the orientation
a knotoid diagram is endowed with. We generalize Niebrzydowski’s biquandle longitude invariant for
virtual long knots to obtain new invariants for knotoids. We show that biquandle invariants can detect
mirror images of knotoids and show that our enhancements are proper in the sense that knotoids which
are not distinguished by the counting invariant are distinguished by our enhancements.
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1 Introduction
Knotoids, introduced by Turaev in [17], are knotted curves immersed in surfaces with two endpoints which are
not allowed to move over or under another strand, generalizing the notion of (1, 1)-tangle to allow endpoints
in different regions of the planar complement of the knotoid. Knotoids and their invariants are the subject
of much recent study [9, 10, 11, 12, 8].
Biquandles are algebraic structures with axioms encoding the oriented Reidemeister moves; they are
used to define invariants of oriented knots and links by counting colorings. Introduced in [5], they have also
been the subject of much recent study [4]. In particular, biquandle-colored knots and links form a category
whose invariants can be used to define invariants of knots and links known as enhancements of the counting
invariant [4, 2, 14, 15].
Longitudes in the knot group are elements of the knot group which are homotopic to the knot itself; these
have been studied in various contexts such as [13]. In [16] a type of enhancement of the biquandle counting
invariant of virtual long knots was defined using a biquandle version of longitudes, known as biquandle
longitude invariants.
In this paper we consider biquandle colorings of knotoids and introduce several enhancements of the
biquandle counting invariant. First, we introduce a matrix-valued enhancement of the counting invariant
making use of the special structure of knotoids. Next, we apply the biquandle longitude enhancement idea
to the case of knotoids, obtaining several enhanced invariants in the process. The paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2 we recall the basics of knotoids. In Section 3 we review biquandles and the biquandle
counting invariant, which can be defined for knotoids without any further modification, and we use the fact
that biquandle colorings of knotoids are fixed at the endpoints to enhance the counting invariant, obtaining
a matrix-valued invariant. In Section 4.2 we define several longitude enhancements for knotoids and give
some examples. We show that biquandle invariants can detect mirror images of knotoids and show that our
enhancements are proper in the sense that knotoids which are not distinguished by the counting invariant
are distinguished by our enhancements. We conclude in Section 5 with some questions for future work.
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2 Knotoids
Knotoid diagrams are open ended oriented knot diagrams in oriented surfaces, forming new diagrammatic
theories, including an extension of the classical knot theory when the supporting surface of the knotoid is
considered to be the 2-sphere S2 [17]. A knotoid diagram K in a surface Σ is a generic immersion of the
unit interval [0, 1] into Σ with two distinct endpoints as images of 0 and 1, named as the tail and head
of K, a finite number of self-crossing points that are transverse double points endowed with extra passage
information of over/under, and endowed with the orientation of [0, 1] from left to right (see Figure 1, for
examples). A (1, 1)-tangle or a long knot is defined to have its endpoints in a single region of the diagram.
A knotoid diagram generalizes the notion of (1, 1)- tangle or long knot by allowing its two endpoints to lie
in different regions of the diagram. Below are some examples of knotoid diagrams considered in S2 or R2:
A knotoid in a surface is defined to be an equivalence class given by the isotopy relation generated by
three Reidemeister moves each taking place in local disks disjoint from the endpoints of the knotoid diagram,
and isotopy of the supporting surface [17]. The trivial knotoid is a knotoid admitting a diagram without any
crossings in its equivalence class. We forbid the following two moves
displacing an endpoint by sliding it over/under a transversal strand. The ban of these moves yields a
non-trivial theory of knotoids.
The theory of knotoids was introduced by Vladimir Turaev [17] in 2012 and further studied by the
first author and Louis Kauffman [9] with the introduction of new invariants for knotoids. We also have a
classification table of spherical knotoids up to 5 crossings given by Andrew Bartholomew [1] given by the
use of a generalization of the bracket polynomial for knotoids introduced by Turaev [17]. Furthermore,
geometric interpretations of knotoids (both planar and spherical) given in [9, 10] make it an eligible theory
for understanding physical structures, for instance see [6, 7] for topological modeling of open linear protein
chains via spherical and planar knotoids. Recently, a braided counterpart theory to the theory of planar
knotoids, namely the theory of braidoids, has been introduced by the first author and Sofia Lambropoulou
[12]. In [11, 12], they proved analogues of the Alexander theorem and the Markov theorem for knotoids/multi-
knotoids and braidoids.
3 Biquandles and the Counting Invariant
In this section, we review biquandles and the biquandle counting invariant. There is a variety for the choice
of notation in defining a biquandle, we will find the notation in [3] most suitable for the purposes of this
paper.
Definition 1. Let X be a set. A biquandle structure on X is an assignment of two bijections αb, βb : X → X
to each element b ∈ X such that the following axioms are satisfied:
(i) For all a ∈ X, αa(a) = βa(a),
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(ii) For all a, b ∈ X, the map S : X ×X → X defined by
S(a, b) = (αa(b), βb(a))
is invertible, and
(iii) For all a, b ∈ X we have the exchange laws:
ααa(b)αa = αβb(a)αb (iii.i)
βαa(b)αa = αβb(a)βb (iii.ii)
ββa(b)βa = βαb(a)βb (iii.iii)
Example 1. Examples of biquandles include
• Constant Action Biquandles: For any set X and bijection σ : X → X, the assignment αb = βb = σ
define a biquandle structure in which the actions αb, βb do not depend on b.
• Alexander Biquandles: For any module over the 2-variable Laurent polynomial ring Z[t±1, s±1], the
maps
αb(a) = sa and βb(a) = ta+ (s− t)b
define a biquandle structure.
• Quandles: A biquandle in which αb is the identity map for all b, is a quandle. Examples include groups
with βb(a) = b
−nabn for n ∈ Z (known as n-fold conjugation quandles), groups with βb(a) = ab−1a
(known as core quandles), and vector spaces with βb(a) = a+ 〈a, b〉b for a symplectic form 〈., .〉 (known
as symplectic quandles) as well as many more.
See [4] for more.
Example 2. We can represent biquandle structures on the finite set X = {1, 2, . . . , n} by listing the maps
β1, . . . , βn, α1, . . . , αn as column vectors in an n× 2n block matrix with the first through nth columns being
β1 through βn and the n + 1st though 2nth columns being α1 through αn, as any map σ : X → X can be
represented by the column vector 
σ(1)
σ(2)
...
σ(n)
 .
For instance, the Alexander biquandle structure on Z4 with t = 1 and s = 3 has matrix
3 1 3 1 3 3 3 3
4 2 4 2 2 2 2 2
1 3 1 3 1 1 1 1
2 4 2 4 4 4 4 4
 .
Then for example in cycle notation we have β1 = (13)(24) and α1 = (13) while β2 = () where () stands
for the identity permutation, and α2 = (13). The notation is chosen so that the two block matrices are the
operation tables for the binary operations . , . on X defined by x . y = βy(x) and x . y = αy(x).
Definition 2. Let K be a knotoid in S2 or R2 represented by a diagram D and X a biquandle. A semiarc
of D is defined to be a piece of strand of D that connects either two adjacent crossings or an endpoint to a
crossing. A biquandle coloring of D by X is an assignment of an element of X to each semiarc in D such
that at every crossing the local coloring is as illustrated in the figure below. Here we label (or color) the
four semiarcs neighboring a positive and a negative crossing, respectively and all directed downwards. The
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left-hand side colors a, b ∈ X are considered to be the inputs for the corresponding biquandle bijections on
X, βb and αa, respectively. The upper right semiarc is colored with the output color αa(b) and the lower
right semiarc is colored βb(a), if the crossing is positive. If the crossing is negative then the upper right
semiarc is colored βb(a) and the lower right semiarc is colored αa(b).
Similarly to the case of (classical/virtual) knots, the biquandle axioms are set so that for any diagram
with a biquandle coloring before a Reidemeister move, there is a unique coloring of the diagram after the
move which agrees with the previous coloring outside the neighborhood of the move. It follows that the
number of such colorings is an invariant of knotoids. We will denote the set of biquandle colorings of a
knotoid diagram D by a biquandle X as C(D,X).
Definition 3. Let X be a finite biquandle and D a knotoid diagram representing a knotoid K. Then the
biquandle counting invariant of K is the cardinality ΦZX(K) = |C(D,X)| of the set of colorings of D by X.
Example 3. We can compute ΦZX(K) from any diagram of K by listing all possible assignments of elements
of X to the semiarcs in K and noticing which ones satisfy the crossing relations pictured in Definition 2.
For example, the knotoid diagram below has five semiarcs and four crossing equations; arbitrarily selecting
a and b in X determines c = αa(b), d = βb(a) and e = βc(b) = βαa(b)(b), so the coloring is valid provided we
have d = βb(a) = αb(c) = αb(αa(b)). Then for instance if X = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is equipped with the biquandle
structure determined with the listed matrix below, we can check the required equation for each assignment
of elements of X to a, b.
X =

3 1 3 1 1 3 3 3 3 3
5 4 5 2 5 5 4 5 4 4
1 3 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 5 4 2 5 2 5 5
4 5 4 4 2 4 2 4 2 2

a b βb(a) = αb(αa(b))? a b βb(a) = αb(αa(b))?
1 1 − 3 4 −
1 2 − 3 5 −
1 3 X 4 1 −
1 4 − 4 2 −
1 5 − 4 3 −
2 1 − 4 4 −
2 2 − 4 5 X
2 3 − 5 1 −
2 4 X 5 2 X
2 5 − 5 3 −
3 1 X 5 4 −
3 2 − 5 5 −
3 3 −
Hence in this example we see that ΦZX(K) = 5.
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Example 4. Let X be the biquandle with matrix 2 1 3 2 2 21 3 2 3 3 3
3 2 1 1 1 1
 .
As can be verified by the table below, the knotoid in Example 3 has three colorings by X. We see that for
coloring the mirror image knotoid obtained by over-under switching all of the crossings of D, the equation
d = αb(a) = βb(c) = βb(βa(b)) should be satisfied. It is verified in the same table that the mirror image
knotoid has no colorings by X; hence the biquandle counting invariant shows that this knotoid is not
equivalent to its mirror image and that biquandle counting invariants can detect this type of mirror image
in knotoids.
a b αb(a) = βb(βa(b))? βb(a) = αb(αa(b))?
1 1 2 6= 1 2 6= 3
1 2 2 6= 1 1 = 1X
1 3 2 6= 1 3 6= 2
2 1 3 6= 2 1 6= 3
2 2 3 6= 2 3 6= 1
2 3 3 6= 2 2 = 2 X
3 1 1 6= 3 3 = 3 X
3 2 1 6= 3 2 6= 1
3 3 1 6= 3 1 6= 2
Example 5. For Alexander biquandles of the form X = Zn with s, t coprime to n, we can find the set of
colorings via linear algebra since the coloring equations
αa(b) = sb and βb(a) = ta+ (s− t)b
are linear. The knotoid K in Example 3 has system of coloring equations
βb(a) = d
αa(b) = c
βc(b) = e
αb(c) = d
which for an Alexander biquandle becomes
ta+ (s− t)b = d
sb = c
tb+ (s− t)c = e
sc = d.
Then for example to find colorings of K by the Alexander biquandle X = Z5 with t = 2 and s = 3, we can
find the kernel of the homogeneous system’s coefficient matrix over Z5:
2 1 0 4 0
0 3 4 0 0
0 2 1 0 4
0 0 3 4 0
↔

1 0 0 4 0
0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 3 0
0 0 0 0 1

so in this case the kernel is one-dimensional spanned by (1, 4, 2, 1, 0) and there are |X| = 5 colorings.
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4 Enhancements of the Counting Invariant
4.1 Biquandle counting matrix
Unlike the case of classical and virtual knots, a biquandle-colored knotoid has a well-defined initial color and
terminal color assigned to the semiarcs adjacent to endpoints. We make use of this feature to enhance the
counting invariant as follows.
Definition 4. Let X = {x1, . . . , xn} be a finite biquandle and let Cjk(K) be the set of X-colorings of K
in which the initial semiarc is colored xj and the final semiarc is colored xk. Then the biquandle counting
matrix of K with respect to X is the matrix ΦMnX (K) whose entry in row j column k is |Cjk(K)|.
Theorem 1. For any finite biquandle X, ΦMnX (K) is an invariant of knotoids.
Proof. This follows immediately from the facts Reidemeister moves take place away from the endpoints so
that the biquandle colorings of the initial and the terminal semiarcs and also that biquandle coloring numbers
are unchanged by Reidemeister moves.
Corollary 2. For any knotoid K and finite biquandle X, we have
ΦZX(K) =
∑
1≤j,k≤n
(ΦMnX (K))j,k.
That is, the biquandle counting invariant is the sum of the entries of the biquandle counting matrix.
Example 6. We computed the biquandle coloring matrix for each of the knotoids in the table at [1] with
respect to the biquandle in Example 4. The results are listed in the table.
ΦMnX (K) K 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 2.1, 4.4, 4.5, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, 5.16, 5.18, 5.21, 5.23
 0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
 3.1, 4.3, 4.6, 4.7, 5.7, 5.27, 5.29
 0 1 00 0 1
1 0 0
 4.1, 4.2, 4.8, 5.8, 5.19, 5.20, 5.26, 5.28
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 4.9, 5.5, 5.6, 5.9, 5.22, 5.24, 5.25
 3 0 00 3 0
0 0 3
 5.17
 0 3 00 0 3
3 0 0
 5.30
In this example there are three counting invariant values, namely ΦZX(K) = 0, 3 and 9, while we have six
counting matrix values.
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4.2 Longitude enhancements
In this section, we recall the biquandle longitude invariant and consider its application to the case of knotoids.
We begin with a definition adapted from [16].
Definition 5. Let X be a finite biquandle and Df a knotoid diagram with a coloring f by X. Traveling
along the knotoid in the direction of the orientation, we encounter each crossing point twice. We will assign
a bijection β±1L : X → X to each of the two passes through each crossing, depending on the crossing sign,
the type of the pass (over or under) and biquandle coloring as shown:
We can summarize the rules for defining this bijection as follows: When traveling through a crossing, the
assigned bijection is βjkL where j is the crossing sign, k is 1 if we are going under and −1 if we are going over,
and L is the biquandle color of the strand we see if we look to the right as we pass through the crossing.
Then the biquandle longitude weight of the X-colored diagram D, denoted by BLW (Df ), is the com-
position of the crossing bijections in the order in which they are encountered when traveling along the
knotoid.
Remark 1. Our convention is different from that of [16], where the author chooses the color of the strand on
the left. Our choice is motivated by our choice of biquandle notation, which also differs from the convention
of [16].
As in [16], we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. BLW (Df ) is not changed by biquandle-colored Reidemeister moves.
Proof. It is sufficient to check on a generating set of biquandle-colored oriented Reidemeister moves; one
such set includes all four oriented moves of type I and of type II together with the Reidemeister III move
with all positive crossings. In the cases of moves of type I and II, our choice of coloring rules yields an
identity map on each strand.
We depict one case of type I and one of type II; the others are similar. In the case of type III, the maps
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induced on each of the three strands are equivalent by biquandle exchange law (iii.iii).
Example 7. Let us consider the X-coloring Df of the knotoid diagram from Example 5 depicted below.
The matrix of X is given by 
3 4 5 1 2 3 3 3 3 3
5 1 2 3 4 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 4 5 1 4 4 4 4 4
4 5 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 2
1 2 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 5

where our columns are numbered 1 though 5 in each block, with 5 representing the class of 0 ∈ Z5 so our
column labels can start with 1. We then have β1 = (1325), β2 = (1452), β3 = (1534), β4 = (2354) and
β5 = (1243). Let us find the biquandle longitude weight for this coloring.
Traveling along the knotoid and looking to the right, we first go under a negative crossing with a strand
labeled 4, then over a negative crossing with a strand labeled 4, then over a negative crossing with a strand
labeled 1, then finally under a negative crossing with a strand labeled 2, so we have (composing right to left)
BLW (Df ) = β
(1)(−1)
2 β
(−1)(−1)
1 β
(−1)(−1)
4 β
(1)(−1)
4
= β−12 β1β4β
−1
4
= β2β
−1
1
= (1452)(1523) = (12345)
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and this coloring has biquandle longitude weight (12345).
Definition 6. Let X be a biquandle and K a knotoid with diagram D. The biquandle longitude multiset
invariant of K is the multiset of biquandle longitude weights over the set of biquandle colorings of K. That
is,
ΦM,LX (K) = {BLW (Df ) | f ∈ Hom(B(K), X)}.
For ease of comparison, we can extract polynomial invariants of knotoids from ΦM,LX (K) by replacing
each weight with some integer-valued invariant of bijections. For instance, we can define the biquandle
longitude exponent polynomial ΦBLEX (K) of K by replacing each biquandle longitude weight BLW (Df ) with
its exponent exp(BLW (Df )), i.e. the minimal positive integer k such that BLW (Df )
k = Id, and converting
the resulting multiset to polynomial form by summing the power uk of a formal variable u for each element
k in the multiset. This polynomial notation has the advantage that evaluation at u = 1 yields the biquandle
counting invariant ΦZX(K).
Example 8. The knotoid K in Example 7 has biquandle longitude multiset
ΦM,LX (K) = {(12345), (13524), (14253), (15432), ()}
which yields exponent polynomial
Φexp,LX (K) = u+ 4u
5.
Example 9. We computed the biquandle longitude exponent polynomial for the knotoids in the table at
[1] with the biquandle X given by the matrix
1 2 1 4 1 1 1 1
2 4 4 1 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 1 2 2 2 2 2 2

using our python code. The results are collected in the table.
Φexp,LX (K) K
2u+ 2u3 2.1, 3.1, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.5, 4.9, 5.3, 5.4, 5.7, 5.8, 5.10, 5.12
5.14, 5.16, 5.19, 5.20, 5.22, 5.23, 5.26, 5.27, 5.28, 5.29
4u 4.4, 4.8, 5.5, 5.6, 5.9, 5.11, 5.13, 5.15, 5.18, 5.21, 5.30
4u+ 6u3 4.6, 5.1, 5.2, 5.24, 5.25
10u 4.7, 5.17.
In particular, the two counting invariant values ΦZX(K) = 4, 10 are refined into four exponent polynomial
values, distinguishing more knotoids than the unenhanced counting invariant.
The longitude weight of a biquandle-colored knotoid is a bijection from the biquandle to itself, since it is
composition of bijections β±1L . In the case of biquandles for which we have explicit formulas for β
±1
L , we can
obtain explicit formulas for the biquandle longitudes as well. This can give us a stronger enhancement than
the exponent polynomial since different longitude weights may have the same exponent, while still being
easier to compare invariant values visually.
Example 10. In Example 5, the biquandle X has Alexander biquandle structure on Z5 with
βb(x) = 2x+ b and β
−1
b (x) = 3x+ 2b.
Then the longitude for the pictured coloring is the map
BLW (Df )(x) = β
−1
2 (β
−1
1 (x))
= β−12 (3x+ 2(1))
= 2(3x+ 1) + 2
= x+ 4.
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This observation inspires the following definition.
Definition 7. Let X be an Alexander biquandle and K a knotoid. Then the Alexander Longitude Enhance-
ment, denoted ΦM,ALX (K) is the multiset of biquandle longitude weights written explicitly as functions on
X.
Example 11. Let X = Z3 = {1, 2, 3} with t = 1 and s = 2. The knotoid 2.1 below has the pictured
Alexander biquandle colorings by X yielding the listed longitudes.
Then comparing with the trivial knotoid, the counting invariant values are both ΦZX(K) = 3 while the
Alexander longitude enhancement values distinguish the knotoids, with
ΦM,ALX (2.1) = {x, x+ 1, x+ 2} 6= {x, x, x} = ΦM,ALX (Trivial knotoid).
We note that one can also use the α−1 maps in place of the β maps to obtain a generally distinct longitude
weight, which we will denote by BLWα(Df ) (and when doing so, denote BLW (Df ) = BLWβ(Df )). If X is
a quandle, for instance, then the αx maps are all the identity and all of the longitude information lies in the
βx maps. For non-quandle biquandles, the information is distributed in the two maps. We can thus define
a two-variable polynomial invariant of knotoids using the two weights:
Definition 8. Let X be a biquandle and K a knotoid. Then the biquandle longitude pair multiset is
ΦM,BLW
2
X (K) = {(BLWβ(Df ), BLWα(Df )) | Df ∈ C(D,X)}
and the biquandle longitude exponent pair polynomial is
ΦBLE
2
X (K) =
∑
Df∈C(D,X)
uexp(BLWβ(Df ))vexp(BLWα(Df ))
Example 12. Let X be the biquandle with matrix
X =

2 2 2 2 2 3 1 4
1 1 1 1 4 1 3 2
4 4 4 4 3 2 4 1
3 3 3 3 1 4 2 3
 .
Using our python code, we computed ΦBLEX (K) and Φ
BLE2
X (K) for the knotoids in the table at [1].
ΦBLEX (K) K
0 4.1, 4.24.6, 4.7, 5.3, 5.4, 5.7, 5.8, 5.13, 5.14, 5.16, 5.20, 5.21
4u 2.1, 3.1, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.8, 4.9, 5.5, 5.6, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, 5.15, 5.18, 5.19, 5.26, 5.27, 5.28, 5.29, 5.30
16u 5.1, 5.2, 5.17, 5.22, 5.23, 5.24, 5.25.
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While ΦBLEX (K) does not distinguish any knotoids on the table which are not already distinguished by the
counting invariant, ΦBLEX (K) does:
ΦBLE
2
X (K) K
0 4.1, 4.24.6, 4.7, 5.3, 5.4, 5.7, 5.8, 5.13, 5.14, 5.16, 5.20, 5.21
4uv 3.1, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.9, 5.5, 5.6, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, 5.15, 5.26, 5.27, 5.28, 5.29, 5.30
4uv2 2.1, 4.8, 5.18, 5.19
16uv 5.17, 5.24, 5.25
16uv2 5.1, 5.22
12uv2 + 4uv 5.22, 5.23.
Finally, we can use biquandle longitude weights to further enhance the matrix version of the counting
invariant, making use of both the longitude information and the initial and terminal color information,
analogously to the invariants of long virtual knots described in [16].
Definition 9. Let X be a biquandle and K a knotoid with diagram D. The biquandle longitude exponent
matrix invariant of K is the matrix ΦMn,BWEX (K) whose entry in row j column k is
∑
Df∈Cjk(K) u
BWE(Df )
and the biquandle longitude exponent pair matrix invariant of K is the matrix ΦMn,BWE
2
X (K) whose entry
in row j column k is
∑
Df∈Cjk(K) u
BWEβ(Df )vBWEα(Df ).
Example 13. Let X be the biquandle with matrix
X =

3 1 2 4 3 3 3 3
4 2 1 3 2 2 2 2
1 3 4 2 4 4 4 4
2 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
 .
Using our python code, we computed ΦMnBLE
2
X (K) and for the knotoids in the table at [1]. The results are
collected in the table.
ΦMn,BLE
2
X (K) K
u2v 0 0 0
0 uv 0 0
0 0 u2v 0
0 0 0 u2v
 2.1, 3.1, 4.8, 5.18, 5.26, 5.27

0 0 0 0
0 3u2v + uv 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 4.1, 4.2, 4.6, 4.7, 5.3, 5.4, 5.7, 5.8, 5.13, 5.14, 5.16, 5.20, 5.21

uv 0 0 0
0 uv 0 0
0 0 uv 0
0 0 0 uv
 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.9, 5.5, 5.6, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, 5.15, 5.18, 5.19, 5.28, 5.29, 5.30
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ΦMn,BLE
2
X (K) K

4uv 0 0 0
0 4uv 0 0
0 0 4uv 0
0 0 0 4uv
 5.17

4u2v 0 0 0
0 4uv 0 0
0 0 4u2v 0
0 0 0 4u2v
 5.1, 5.2, 5.17, 5.22, 5.23, 5.24, 5.25.
Comparing the enhancements, we see that
• The unenhanced counting invariant divides the knotoids into two classes (those with four colorings and
those with sixteen),
• The biqundle counting matrix refines the counting invariant into three classes with invariant values
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 ,

0 0 0 0
0 4 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 and

4 0 0 0
0 4 0 0
0 0 4 0
0 0 0 4
 ,
• The biquandle longitude exponent pair polynomial enhancement refines the counting invariant into
four classes with values uv + 3u2v, 4uv, 16uv and 4uv + 12u2v, and
• The biquandle longitude exponent pair matrix enhancement refines the counting invariant into five
classes as showin in the table.
5 Questions
We end with some questions for future research.
A biquandle longitude weight for an X-colored knotoid is a kind of noncommutative Boltzmann weight
with values in the group of permutations 1 of elements of the coloring biquandle X. Does a non-commutative
analogue of biquandle homology lurk in the shadows here?
What other enhancements can be defined for the biquandle counting invariant for knotoids? How do these
invariants behave under the connected sum operation on knotoids (that is joining knotoids head-to-tail)?
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